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The Wendel Family, Church-Planters in the Czech Republic  

  
  

   

Ester Ledecka came to the 2018 Winter Olympics in PyeongChang for the purpose of 

competing in the women’s giant slalom snowboarding competition.  However, coming into the 

Olympics she was rated a respectable, but distant from the podium, 43rd in the world 

rankings for downhill skiing, which qualified her to compete in the women’s Super-G 

event.  Competing in both events would make her the first woman to compete in both 

disciplines in the Olympics, so she figured she would go ahead and do both and make her 

distinctive mark in the Olympic annals.  To further illustrate just how ‘not expected to win’ she 

was, she didn’t even bring her own skis to PyeongChang, instead borrowing a pair from 

another competitor before her run.  What happened next would stun herself, her fellow 

competitors as well as the crowds. Perhaps notably it wouldn’t stun TV audiences, because 

her slide down the mountain wasn’t even broadcast live as TV networks the world over 

considered her such an outside chance that they were broadcasting other events.  To 

everyone’s shock, she edged out the world’s #1 competitor by 0.01 seconds to claim a very 
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unexpected gold medal.  Had the question been asked prior to the event, “What are the 

chances that a snowboarder will stand on the podium taller than the current proven and 

reigning Super-G champions?”, we might have heard a few chuckles accompanying eye 

rolls.  Of course, Ms. Ledecka went on to win the gold medal in the snowboarding downhill 

event she came for, making her indelible mark on Olympic history bolder than even she 

would have hoped. You’ve got to love an underdog! 

  

Of course, usually the underdogs don’t win. The more 

proven, more favored athletes typically do perform 

better and take home their expected 

rewards.  Underdog victories make punctuation marks 

that draw our attention and inspire hopes and 

dreams.  Seemingly impossible objectives can be 

perceived again as within reach, and they free us from 

fatalistic resignation.  Gideon, David, the baby in the 

feed trough; they remind us that not only are things possible, but with the blessing of the 

Maker of heaven and earth, the underdog is even the most likely victor. 

As we look across the spiritual landscape of the Czech 

lands, there is no greater sense than that of ministering 

near the gates of hell. There is a vacuum-like force 

drawing all into its gaping mouth of destruction.  There 

is little hope that anyone here will come into contact 

with the gospel, let alone believe the message. Yet, 

there is a hope.  There is a smattering of christians, 

missionaries, and faithful churches whom God will use 

to paint His stories of redemption. There is hope, because some resilient and plucky 

Christians will be used to redirect some away from the prevailing current.  Every Czech 

believer, and every Czech church is an underdog, fighting to survive and under relentless 

attack.  I would plead with you to remember them in your prayers.  Pray that God would do 

the impossible.  Pray that He would continue to punctuate with a faith that drives out fear and 

inspires hope. 
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Prayer Points: 

-Continue to pray for the Czech people. Pray that God 

would call out faithful and vibrant disciples to make 

disciples out of their neighbors and friends. 

-Praise God for another fruitful month of ministry, as 

hearts continue to be opened through the ladies' 

Saturday events that Cari has been facilitating.   

-Pray for our financial support, as we need to God to raise up several new partners with this 

ministry to make up a support deficit. 

-We would appreciate your prayers for wisdom, discernment, and God's direction as we need 

to make some significant decisions in the next few months that will have long-term 

implications. 

-Pray that God would continue to call workers to minister in this needy land. 
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